Notes from BA Summit Southern Africa 2019
Adrian Reed
Twitter: @UKAdrianReed
Blog: www.adrianreed.co.uk

The BA Summit Southern Africa 2019 (#BASummitSA) took place during September. There were a
whole range of speakers, and during the conference I created a series of mind maps. I have collated
these mind maps into a single document. I hope that you find this useful!
Please keep in mind that these are ‘rough notes’ so you may well find mistakes and typos, and that
they cover only a portion of what each speaker said. There really is nothing like actually being there.
Do take a look at the conference website, and consider attending next year
(https://basummit.co.za/) Please do pass this document on to anyone who you think would find it
beneficial. Hope to catch up soon,

Adrian

PS: If you enjoy these mindmaps, you might also enjoy our “BA Digest” newsletter which is issued
every 6-8 weeks. You can sign up at: www.badigest.co.uk. We hope that you find this useful.
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Important to do this, so we set expectations
Know what you're strong at, know what you can
improve
Can be valuable
Even if beyond traditional BA

Deﬁning the role of a business
analyst

Shouldn't be expected, but can be useful to
develop
List legislative concerns

Sometimes people fear BAs

Software document preparation

Ensure they know what business analysis is
and how it'll beneﬁt them

Knowledge transfer

If this is lacking, we have an issue
Don't become compromised by taking on their
responsibilities

Test case preparation

Extra skills

They think we're like internal auditors!

Could include
Training material

Business ownership

Marketing communication

Understand perspectives

Resolve defects

BA as PO?
Have a clear business PO

Plan your project

BA GROWTH IN A FASTCHANGING
ENVIRONMENT

Fine to help with things beyond the BA role
Preparing test cases is ﬁne...
...but that doesn't mean you're an expert tester...

Mission Creep

Not every BA, depends on context

Identify
Involve them

...doesn't mean you do it forever

@M31155A
MELISSA BOTHA AT
#BASUMMITSA

If it "creeps" too far, call it out/escalate
Change management is crucial
Not just at the end of the project...
...also important that people understand their
role...

Understand them and their area
Understand their challenges

Smart Stakeholder Engagement

Change Managers

Other topics:
Conversation and Q&A

...takes time to build trust.

Help them
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Clear and often
Don't assume they read all emails
Communicate

Have snappy, catchy, summary
Then the details

Learn from them

Become their "go to" person
Document

Walkthrough

The summary should be readable in 5 mins or
less
Understand systems and processes

Use WhatsApp
Providing stakeholders are comfortable with
that form of communication

Know the roles and challenges of each
business unit

Reminding people

Know the products and features

Great for distributed teams

What?

Dashboard
Probably read more than a lengthy status
update email

Make updates visual

Who?

Ask the right questions

Where?
For each project and req ask

E.g. we did it last time (as there was a crisis)...

When?

...now it's become an expectation/obligation
Set expectations clearly
Document deliverables & who will do them
No name, wont get done :)

How?
Avoiding people thinking we do things we don't

Why?
Keep asking until you understand!

Ensure sure things are bounded
"I want to do banking" -- what types of banking?
As a "user" -- who is the user? A customer? An
administrator?

But how do we make them better?
Bad requirements can happen to good BAs

The "why"

Lots of competing standards

Making sure stories have the "so that"
The reason, the value enabler
Plain English
Avoid acronyms (or explain them)

Says to the developer "It's simple, it's just one
line"

Intro
"One line Ryan"

Jargon free

Don't get too technical

Sometimes it really is simple
Let's not overover complicate it

Clear

Should they be tested?
Allow devs to be creative
Should they be developed?

"Notes" on requirements

Doesn't have to be 500 page doc

Dont prescribe "the how"

Shouldn't be like an Easter egg hunt for
developers!

Allow innovation

HONEY I SHRUNK THE
REQUIREMENTS

If it's not something you can imagine a
customer actually saying, then it's not a user
story

Invitation to the conversation
Card

Enough information to be an invitation

Use business language
E.g. customers don't want to "capture data"

CHARDI TAYLOR
(@CHARDITAYLOR)
RYAN FOSTER
(@RYANFOLSTERSA)

Avoid non-committal words like "should"
More concise, fewer points of failure
No more than you need
Just enough

Conversation
Not extensive
How measured?
Acceptance criteria

AT #BASUMMITSA

Edit out the unnecessary

Summarising
requirement quality

Cut out the "ﬂubber"
Less is more
Risk of contradiction
Add words, you'll get complex

A reminder of the conversation that have
happened

Mike Cohn's 3 Cs

Conﬁrmation

Avoid saying the same thing 5 times in different
way

Deﬁne business rules and business vocabulary
separately

Just to know what its about

Concise

Independent
Negotiable
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Valuable
INVEST
Estimable
Small

E.g. mockup is useful
Don't necessarily always have to then deﬁne
textually

Testable
Dont't duplicate

Atomic
Complete

Depends on context

Consistent

If you ﬁd yourself writing "and", it's a warning
sign. Split it out.

How do I know
when I've done enough?

A balance of concise and clear

Concise
BABOK

Not an excuse for sloppy requirements
Still need to document

Feasible
Unambiguous

Just enough, just in time
Testable

Where necessary, have to document it
Comprehensive
Doesn't have to be hundreds of pages

Prioritised

Suﬃcient detail
Understandable

Captured in use cases

End user

Alternative ﬂows
Ought to think about in user stories too

User

Verify against 7 Product Dimensions

Business stakeholder
Technical stakeholders

Interfaces
Actions
7 Product dimensions
(Ellen Gottesdiener @ellengott)

Data
Business rules
Constraints
Legislation
Environment

Outside dependencies

Quality attributes
Like ice cream
Vanilla with chocolate sauce is a classic
Avoid gold plating
Sprinkles
You could make it more complicated

Jelly tots
But does this add anything?

Mumble jumble
Scary things
AI
What do you think of when you hear innovation?

Design thinking
4th Industrial revolution
Creativity

What does innovation mean

Chat to stakeholders

Disruption
"A new idea, creative thoughts, new
imaginations in the form of a device or
method".. improve

More to innovation than just new ideas and
creativity

If we're not improving we're not innovating
Empowers people to do better
Value

Tale them for coffee
Critical and creative thinking play a big role

Resistance

Mindset change from traditional knowledge
base and way of working to embrace innovative
ways of thinking and working

Have the ideas
Empowerment
What challenges do you face?

BAs have a unique set of skills and their
passion is second to none

But can we make it happen
Uncertainty

Determine what you want to achieve

Resources

Do your research
Determine how the innovative technology will
impact business goals

The innovation itself
Stakeholders and users

Innovation: The future for BAs?

The "stuck in my old ways"
BAs are a key player in coming up with new
ways of working and thinking

The how is as important as the why

Marrying innovation with organisational values
while keeping it simple

Exploit deep knowledge of products and
services

Traditionally BAs focussed on the Why not the
How
Will the tech actually work for the org?

implementation and change management
important

What challenges does it bring

Stand up for the value

INNOVATION WHAT DOES
IT MEAN FOR BUSINESS
ANALYSTS
DEIDRE FORBAY AT
#BASUMMITSA

"The impact of the innovation is more
important than the innovation itself"

The conduit for BAs: we're already positioned
there
Connect the dots

Using innovative technology to promote
business/organisational value

Does it advance the values of the org?
Do we understand the need

"I want X... I don't know what it does...but I want
it"
"Under which circumstances and how often will
that happen?"

Understanding the need
...but do you need it?

What gaps will X ﬁll or not ﬁll for Y stakeholder/
user/customer

Doesn't have to be a huge idea
More opportunities to show BAs are relevant

"Don't just build another product or service,
design a "system""

Be aware of technology trends

Does innovation drive business evolution or
does evolution drive innovation?

Negotiation

Create opportunity to multiply
Don't change the fundamentals

Creativity
Critical thinking

"What value will X have for Y Stakeholder/user"

Skills for innovation

E.g. lego

E.g. lego selling add on packs
e.g. Lego blocks still lego blocks

Innovation: The opportunities for BAs
The process

Inﬂuencing skills
Challenges

Mindset

Conﬁdence in your solution
Organisational traditions

Be on the lookout for innovation opportunities

Discovery
Employ your status as a change agent
Innovation & agile process

Solidify your status as a trusted advisor

Build
Short feedback loops

Ensure you stay relevant
Products
Applies to

Services
Processes
Problem

Impact on business analysis

Understand

Challenge
Needs

Align with business and organisational goals
Away from extensive documentation up front
Documentation is still important (whether agile
or traditional)
Documentation
Lightweight
Clear requirements more important than ever
before
MoSCoW alongside Purpose Alignment Model (
PAM)
Tools and techniques
Vision box

Allows developers to innovate

Be the best version of yourself at the time

Lead your life don't just accept it

Lead yourself ﬁrst

Conduct introspection

LEAD

YOU deﬁne who you are!!

Perception is reality

What is being said about you when you aren't in
the room

Do others perceive you as you would like

If there's a perception out there that isn't right...
Get feedback

Deﬁne

...clear it up

Continuous self-introspection

Conﬁdence
Outcomes

Your brand

We need to focus on ourselves

Your leadership style

Intro

Be "selﬁsh" and take time to reﬂect

Takes discipline and dedication

Consistency

People think its physical

People to hold you to account

But it's foundations are mental not physical

Who will challenge you

Once you get the foundations then you get
physical

Martial arts

Who think differently
Accountability

Who will tell you when you are wrong

Foundations mean you don't hurt yourself or
others

Who are different from you

Useful...

Diversity

Watch what role models do

Incorporate what they do in what you do

Observe others

Accomplish

They don't even need to know you're watching
them

Take some time to focus on you
Iterative process and will change as you grow

Everybody needs time away

Demonstrate the behaviours you want others to
emulate

Be the example!

PAULA BELL
IT FIRST STARTS WITH
YOU!!
LEAD YOURSELF TO
EFFECTIVELY LEAD
OTHERS

....but have to know how to use it

Knowledge

A lot of people don't spend enough time on the
foundations

Foundation

Framework

"Knowing yourself is the beginning of all
wisdom" -- Aristotle

Clarity

Engaged mind

Outcome

Where you are

Want to skip ahead

Automatic mind

Understand frame of mind

Understanding

Where you want to go

Analytical mind

Mind

You have the ability to control the mind

Understand your foundation (structural integrity)

Master the mind

All frames can work together

Conduct self-introspection

Designed to communicate needs, dislikes and
problems

Integrity

Introspection

Active listening

Listen to your body

Understand the body

Components of leadership

Empathy

Consistency and maintenance is crucial
Body

Emotional intelligence

Complex machine

Educate

Determine type of leader you want to be

Master the body

Identify strengths

Part of structural integrity

Can't keep running into the ground

Identify areas of opportunity

One thing to think it...

...another thing to write it down!

Core of our being

" If you looked in the mirror today, would the
reﬂection be what you want it to be"

Morals
Very personal

Create a plan

Beliefs

Understand the soul

Write the vision

Words are weapons
The mind feeds the soul

If you build on a shaky foundation, it'll break

Soul

Choose carefully
Power in words

You are your structural integrity

Could impact people for years

Can't even begin to lead if we don't know
ourselves

Own your beliefs
Master the soul

Know where you're going to go

Easy to be so busy don't notice we're not happy

Let in some peace...some quiet

Awareness of self

Understand the emotions

Emotions are physiological

Feelings are subjective experience of emotions

Healthy body
Master the emotions

Emotional intelligence

Raised consciousness

...once you have that balance, you're
grounded... you can move on

Learn Balance
Emotions

Realisation of life purpose

A deep connection with the divinity of your
understanding

Have an inﬂuence on how we interact

Things get busy

Need to have peace in your house

No fear of the uncertainty

Talk negative, that's what you'll get back

The mind, body and soul are said to be in
harmony if we have:

Lori was at a consulting ﬁrm
Associated with Demming
Leading statisticians
Today we call them "data science"

1988

How do we change culture
Were doing what we do today
Make data decisions
Maverick
Wildly successful

Employee #11
Left to get on with it

2 pages
Did this by interviewing lots of folks (52)
Future of quality
By imagining you're in 2010

Co-wrote a paper

Social responsibility
Spirituality at work
"Foresight"
Mindfulness
Publisher asked for a book

Lots of things that came to pass
Another publisher stepped in

Intro &
context

Then they wanted Lori to buy back rights
Publisher didn't want the book. Too radical
Reluctant to publish
But eventually agreed to

There is a cost of delaying or *not* making a
decision

A theme

The time is now

So far ahead
The step after next, after next, after next

BAs have a huge part to play

Diﬃcult and inconvenient for leaders to hear

Fill the gap
Help business ask better questions

From Total Quality Manangement to Total
Organisational Management

Business storytelling for dummies

Conclusion/Take away

Publisher ran late with publishing

Move to actionable insight

Stories in data science about business
storytelling

2013

We need to shift our role

Asked co-author: why did we include chapter 8?
Curating articles

It is urgent
This is Lori's legacy
Spotted gaps

Data scientists OSEMA: has pieces missing

She isn't leaving this one

Lori crowdsourced an alternative

Story has human elements

Usual deﬁnition is about reading and
interpreting data

Data visualisation is not a story

Data does not talk
We have to give it a voice

It's an individual competency
Assuming that training a bunch of individuals
will change the culture

Challenges our thoughts on how people receive
data

But... need organisational competency and
cultural change

Plastic surgeon

What is the cost of making a wrong decision

WE’RE DROWNING IN
DATA! BA’S TO THE
RESCUE

Data literacy
2 questions for CEOs

What is the cost of making the right decision
but not properly implementing it

Went to college (Madison, WI)
Ran out of money over summer
Sold meal tickets

Lori has created data literacy 2.0

LORI SILVERMAN AT
#BASUMMITSA

That's a tech thing
Business analytics
Solutions

Then needed to eat, so had to ﬁnd a way to
make money on campus

A lot of the conversation is around the 4th
industrial revolution

Lori grew up wanting to be a doctor

In an envelope
At the end you got 5 one dollar bills
With letter
This was a lot of money back then

But... better to be tech agnostic

Group A has name of person in underdeveloped nation, little girl, story, would you
donate

Focus on consumer, value
Insight is not observation
Observation might be "people are abandoning
their shopping cart"

Psychology experiments

People want to go from raw data to insight

Different letters

Group B has name of aid agency and details
Group C had a combined letter

Insight comes when you make connections
Often when you least expect it

Insight drives actions

Group A (story) got most amount of money

Decision making

Group B&C gave same amount

E.g. the "I realised in the shower" moments

We need to free the story from the data
Insight: the "ah ha" moment

Do we have the right data?

Won't get useful narrative

Data

People will argue about the data

Is it reliable?
Can I trust it?

Cannot bring data in front of an audience

Collaborative approach to data
informed decision making

information

Not a user story
Not a data visualisation
What moves people to an action?

For the decision maker

With a character

Is it good enough?
They are going to make the decision anyway....

But a narrative story
Insight

Conﬂict

Making sense of the data
Data visualisation

Data wisdom continuum

Memorable

Knowledge

Dopamine

Knowledge: new learning (not usually
actionable)

Brain research
& stories

Have I seen this before

Telling a story
Stories

Same part of brain lights up on story teller as
recipient

Neuro-coupling / mirroring

Familiar action
What did we do last time?

Understanding

Feels empathy, like making a friend

Innovative action

Moves action
Wisdom

We need emotions to make decisions

Dashboards don't address this

Emotions

There is no such thing as an objective decision

E.g. "I want data on cabana rental"

Need to evoke emotions to make a decision

"How do you want it segmented? By pool? drink
spend? band?"
Wrong question!

Mystery

System 1: Fast, automatic
Reporting doesn't address this

Cannot get to insight unless you have a
business question driving it

System 2: Slow, effortful

System 1 vs System 2

Brain then remembers
Ask: What business decision are you trying to
make

Brain hates shifting to system 2

Thinking Fast & Slow

Automates the decision next time
More and more unconscious decision making

The business decision they are trying to make

Way we use brains have morphed

BAs can help business people understand the
question they need to ask.

In the blink of an eye
Can never get rid of it

Story prompts
"When was the most memorable time that X
happened..."

But so are algorithms
Might be biasses

Story

Take it to the board

They exclude data
Intuition

There is a cost of not making a decision

The answer is blending in with human intuition
Some things can't be deﬁnitively measured

Brand awarness

Based on past experience
Might be right, might be wrong
Intuition is a form of data
Can still talk about it
Bring it into the conversation
Data interpreter
Chief decision scientist
New role/
shifts our role

Decision intelligence
But data scientists think its their role
They talk data visualizations
New roles are being created
Shifts the BA role

But we could and should do this
We don't have a lot of time

Think about

How will we facilitate decision making in our
orgs

